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Lesson 26 

Quiz

Word List 
1. quagmire 6. rapport
2. quaint 7. rational
3. quip 8. rectify
4. rampant 9. refurbish
5. rancid 10. reiterate

Part I:  From the parentheses, choose the word or phrase that correctly completes the sentence and write it 

      in the blank. 

1. This jar of old peanut butter has become rancid.

The peanut butter is ____________________________________________________.
(spoiled,  dry,   gone) 

2. Rampant torrents of water ran over the dam during the heavy rains.

Water went over the dam in __________________________________torrents.
(controlled,   small,  unrestrained) 

3. Please reiterate your last point.

Please __________________________________your last point.
 (explain,  repeat,  remove) 

4. I feel fortunate in that my mother and I have a rapport not enjoyed by all mothers and
daughters.
My mother and I ______________________________________________________.

  (have a good relationship,   agree on everything,   are about the same size) 

5. Luke answered Mr. Taylor’s reprimand with a quip and got himself into trouble.

Luke’s answer was ____________________________________________________.
 (logical,  meant to help,   sharp and sarcastic) 

6. It took two months for the company to rectify the error on our phone bill.

The company had to __________________________________________the bill.
  (credit,   correct,   embellish) 
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7. As part of our efforts to refurbish the kitchen, we painted the walls a pale yellow.

We are trying to _____________________________________________the kitchen.
 (brighten up,  refurnish,   replace everything in) 

8. Our daily schedule became a quagmire of back-to-back classes, making it impossible
to include special programs.
Our daily schedule was _________________________________________________.

(efficient,  a waste of time,   difficult to work with) 

9. When she is upset, Julie is not rational.

When upset, Julie is not _____________________________________________.
  (sensible,   approachable,   outwardly angry) 

10. My grandfather uses lots of quaint expressions.

Grandfather’s expressions are ____________________________________________.
  (incorrect,   not repeatable,   pleasingly unusual) 

Part II:  Lesson 25 Review  Write the letter of the word or phrase that defines the lesson word. 

_____11.   preposterous   (A) ridiculous,     (B) fabulous,     (C) fortunate 

_____12. procrastinate   (A) perform,     (B) satisfy,     (C) postpone 

_____13. provocative   (A) tending to provoke,     (B) making a sale,      (C) forming an
 opinion 

_____14. prudent   (A) sophisticated, (B) casual, (C) wise

_____15. pseudonym   (A) disguise,   (B) false name, (C) false foot

Part III:  Lesson Word Parts and Etymologies 
16. Write the meaning of the Latin word part --rect-- .______________________________

17. In the blank, write the word that is the name of a geometric figure which contains the
word part –rect--.

____________________________ 

18. What is the meaning of the word part re--? __________________________________
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19. What special ability does a starfish have?

the power of  _______________________________ 
 regeneration     refurbishment   refuge 

20. Write the lesson word with an original Latin meaning of “to repeat again.”

_____________________________________ 

Part IV:  From the parentheses, choose the word that is an antonym of the lesson word and write it in the 

         blank. 

____________________21. rampant   (sloping,     unrestrained,   controlled) 

____________________22. rancid   (fresh,   used,     old) 

____________________23. rapport   (love,   disharmony,     social) 

____________________24. rational   (possible,   cautious,   insane) 

____________________25. refurbish   (destroy,  refurnish,   brighten) 

Name:
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